
Tools
Valspar Industrial Mix gives you the tools to work with, not only by means of the product itself but also by its 
functional tools. This carefully selected range of assistive tools will allow you to get the best out of the products, 
enabling you to full fill almost every industrial coatings task. 

colour retrieval system
Everyone can work with our user-friendly colour retrieval system. Bringing together specifications of more than 
10,000 colours, this system comprises the following colour systems:

-    RAL
-    NCS
-    AFNOR
-    British Standard
-    Australian Standard 
-    PMS / Pantone

Thousands of mixing formulas can be found by brand name or keyword, varying from brand colours of major OEMs 
in the automobile, transport or agricultural sectors to those of oil companies, fast-food chains and shop formulas. 
Entering a colour number or name immediately retrieves the right colour and mixing ratio. Automatic internet 
updates of colours, mixing formulas and technical documentation manuals ensure that you are kept up-to-date and 
do not have to waste any time on incidental issues.

Rainbow Colour Case
Not every colour can be found and sometimes you need to decide on the right colour on site. Sometimes a client 
doesn’t know the right colour number or wants to choose a colour from the colour collection. In cases like these, 
the Rainbow Colour Case provides the solution. This handy case contains 2,450 colour-fast samples from key colour 
systems, allowing you to quickly find the required colour!
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Mettler® weighing system
The weighing scales come from trendsetting producer Mettler®, a name that stands for long-lasting quality, the 
utmost precision and flawless effects. It goes without saying that the weighing scales are linked to the PC and the 
database.

Measuring sticks with different scales
The Valspar Industrial Mix mixing system comes complete with measuring sticks with different scales, allowing you to 
mix thinners and hardeners as per the prescribed ratios.

Mixing Machine
The Valspar Industrial Mix mixing machine has been designed for intensive use. The robust system guarantees a 
fault-free way of working. The mixing machine complies with Atex conditions regarding explosion prevention. The 
machine’s ergonomics have been cleverly thought out too, as all of the colours are within reach, so you can do your 
work without having to bend down. Naturally, there’s a handy workbench as well. The mixing machine works with 
freefill and prefill, offering optimal flexibility. All in all, a pleasant way of working for everyone who uses Valspar 
Industrial Mix.

Product code Description
66-550 1.7 Meter Mixing Machine ATEX 240V complete with 32 stirring lids

66-076 Spare Mixing Shelf with agitation

66-077 Spare Stirring Lid (Gallon)

66-079 Spare Motor ATEX 240V

IME.NP001 Sticker Mixing Machine 1.65 Meter

66-004/90EX Mettler Scale 7 KG

66-005/90EX Mettler Scale 32 KG

66-055 Cable Mettler - Computer

IME.NP002.001 Colour Toners Overview

74-201 M1 Measuring stick 1:1 / 2:1

74-202 M2 Measuring stick 3:1 / 4:1

74-203 M3 Measuring stick 5:1 / 6:1

74-205 M5 Measuring stick 8:1 / 10:1

74-206 M6 Measuring Stick 70:30 / 80:20 37 cm

74-207 M7 Measuring Stick 70:30 / 80:20 60 cm

GEN852020 Rainbow Colour Case
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